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Client Interview
On 28th September 2018, the International Development Bank (IDB) of
Iraq announced the successful upgrade of iMAL R14 from Path Solutions
at its premises.
IDB is an icon in the Iraqi financial market, providing value-added financial products and services to a wide range of customers all over Iraq. The
bank is already using the full iMAL software suite including Internet &
Mobile Banking in more than 18 branches.
The R14 project, which presented some challenges that necessitated conducting rigorous application, integration and performance testing in
parallel to ensure uninterrupted banking operations after the roll-out, has
gone live successfully, enabling IDB Iraq to strengthen its competitive positioning and expand its product line.

Amjed Khyat
IT Software - Department Head
International Development
Bank - Iraq

Why did IDB Iraq decide to upgrade to the latest iMAL R14 Java
release?
IDB decided to upgrade to the latest release of iMAL as we wanted
to benefit from the flexibility, scalability and speed to market that it
offers. IDB started project planning in September 2017 and the project
was initiated in January 2018.
When was the Go Live of iMAL R14 Java release announced?
The Go Live date was on 28th September 2018. It marked another
remarkable milestone for us, and we are confident that we will benefit
immensely from the new improved architecture and features of iMAL
R14.
What did it cover? How many modules did the iMAL R14 upgrade project include?
The project was a major upgrade from iMAL R12 to iMAL R14,
including database upgrade to Oracle 12c as well. IDB upgraded its
complete core banking suite including Customer Service Management,
Investment module, Facility module, Trade Finance, Treasury, SWIFT,
Reporting, System Administration and Batch Processing, Accounting,
Internet & Mobile Banking, Payroll Processing System and Fixed Assets.
What challenges did IDB Iraq face during the transition period?
This project presented many challenges as it was a major upgrade with
respect to database and application. We were moving from a client/
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server architecture to N-tier service-oriented architecture. This major technology shift required
procurement of new hardware and storage, database upgrade, and multiple cycles of end-to-end
testing of complete application suite in order to
benefit from the upgrade. Doing this along with
supporting the outgoing version was also a challenge which was managed internally by splitting
and dedicating resources from IT and business.
In addition, training the end users on the new
application layout and features was a major challenge. For this purpose, the train-the-trainer
approach was adopted. Key resources from IT and
respective business units were involved in the first
phase of the application testing and training that
took place in Path Solutions’ Lebanon office. These
trained resources then transferred the knowledge
to their respective departments before and during
UAT cycles which were held in Baghdad.
What are the key distinguishing features of iMAL
R14 Java release?
The transition from client/server based architecture to the multi-tier service based design resulted
in improved performance and stability. It provides
better scalability and security. The modern, clean
and crisp look of the application provides a fresh
feel with the use of support services like widgets.
The new technology with the screen customization options provides a whole new array of system
usage. It also provides better control over the
application through a centralized deployment
process.
Is the current version up to your expectations?
Yes, it certainly lived up to our expectations. This
upgrade will now open gates to procure new
modules like Business Intelligence and Anti-Money
Laundering using the latest platform.
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How would you describe the usability of iMAL
Islamic banking platform in general?

What advantages will the new technology bring to
IDB Iraq?

In general, iMAL is the best Islamic banking system available in the market. It provides better
product definition, usage, reporting and control.

This new upgrade will provide the flexibility of system usage through the use of new and improved
system architecture. It will also provide better
monitoring and control over the application. The
option to use on-screen widgets allows interactive
system usage. The screen customization options
open a whole new dimension of how to use the
system.

How do you see IDB Iraq now?
Now, I see IDB Iraq as one of the major banks in the
country using the latest technological platform for
its banking operations. The technological upgrade
and the new features will help IDB to offer new
products and improved services to its customers.

What do you consider to be the key strengths of
Path Solutions?
It is definitely their solution offering, and their
trained, skilled and professional staff. From business to technical consultants, from Product
Engineering to Product Management, with
an easy-to-reach and supportive high level
Management makes working with Path Solutions
very easy. Their commitment to fulfil clients’ needs
and ensure complete client satisfaction is indeed
their key to success.

How has Path Solutions been as a partner?
As always, Path Solutions has been an exceptional
partner and lived up as I said to our expectations.
From arrangements done in Lebanon office for 2
cycles of testing and training to deploying their
best resources for UAT, Go Live and post Go Live
support, Path’s commitment and cooperation
have been up to the mark. I would like to add a
personal note of gratitude to the whole team who
made this project a success.

Anything else you’d like to add?
In the end, I would like to mention that this
upgrade is not only beneficial for IDB Iraq to grow
their business, but has opened new opportunities
to procure and benefit from the new offerings of
Path Solutions like the Business Intelligence tool,
the Anti-Money Laundering solution and Social
Banking. We have been very happy working with
Path Solutions and will continue to be their valued
partner in this region.

Was Path Solutions’ project team helpful? Were
they onsite all the time?
Yes, indeed. The helpfulness and cooperation of
Path Solutions’ team was spot on. They ensured
that the needed resources from Support and
Database departments were available onsite
during the UAT, Go Live and post Go Live support
phases.
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Lead Story
Scaling digital footprints in
Islamic banking

Muath Mubarak
Manager - Knowledge
Marketing
Amana Bank PLC - Sri Lanka

Table 1: List of innovators in 2016

Creating an impressive customer experience with total engagement
is the main objective of any bank. The disruptive technology industry
has recorded exponential growth in recent years and become the true
key enabler for future businesses and banking with growing global
competition and tech-savvy clients. Future digital technologies will be
adding more value by transforming the processes and operations for
a better customer experience. It is the reality today to accept autonomous cars, robotic surgery, cloud solutions, 3D printing, big data and
artificial intelligence in the Generation Z era, but all these were only
dreams for Generations X and Y.
In the last decade, there was immense technological change that led
many industries into new directions including banking and finance.
As per market movement, autonomous cars could be widely used all
over the world by 2020 with zero accidents that will lead the insurance
industry to be more innovative in finding insurance business opportunities. It is also estimated that people’s interest to own and maintain
a car will decrease which could then leave a huge vacuum in a bank’s
lending portfolios. These types of technological changes in the banking and finance ecosystem will totally lead toward a new scaling of
digital footprints in Islamic banking as well.

Process innovation
The UAE’s Dubai Multi Commodities Centre (DMCC) Commodity
Murabahah Trading Platform (CMTP) is one of the initiatives enabling
the electronic transfer of ownership and possession through tradable
warrants. This move approved by renowned Shariah scholars is a bold
move and it provides a holistic solution to the Islamic finance industry through a fully electronic commodity Murabahah trading platform
with a complete transfer of ownership. This facilitates a highly efficient
availability of options in a high-tech proven methodology in a Shariah
compliant way. This way of innovation, which increases the bank’s efficiency and reduces the operational costs, is an inward technological
innovation in Islamic banking and financing.
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Organization

Type of
innovation

Innovation

Dubai Islamic Bank

Organizational

Smart Mufti

Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank

Process

A new digital studio with IBM

Al Rajhi Bank

Organizational

Self-service channel with Diebold
Technology

Masraf Al Rayan

Marketing

Brand reinforcement and product
expansion

Amana Bank

Product

Gold/pawning facility

Beehive Group DMCC

Product

Peer-to-peer financing

Bidaya Home Finance

Process

Website

Emirates Islamic

Product

El Trade

Meezan Bank

Process

MeezanUPaisa

Millennium Information Solution

Process

Ababil

Noor Bank

Product

YVO mobile application with
Yvolv

Path Solutions

Process

iMAL Islamic Banking Platform

Temenos

Process

T24 Cloud Islamic

Source: Global Finance June 2016
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Product innovation
Another important milestone is the technology
advancement for a better end-to-end customer
experience when customers are engaged in
banking transactions. The concept of fintech has
emerged in recent years with the strength and
viability of replacing mainstream banking activity with a simple URL/website. The necessity and
usage of this are largely attributed to internet
penetration, smartphone users and the stringent
regulatory environment for the financial industry. One of the latest initiatives by Malaysia is the
Investment Account Platform (IAP), a platform
to facilitate channeling funds from investors to
finance viable ventures and projects. The IAP is
backed by Islamic banking institutions which will
facilitate the matching of investments with the
identified ventures or projects that are in need of
funding.

Islamic finance is expected to grow between
US$5-8 trillion in global asset size by 2020, but
based on current development and growth, hightech financial instruments may result in a multifold
increase in asset size than originally expected. The
growth drivers have to address the challenges
faced by the industry from regulatory frameworks to awareness of the general public but most
importantly, address the use of advanced technology to make the customer/end-user experience an
easy, safe and secured one from any device at any
given point in time without any delay in responses.

Going digital is the best way forward
In conclusion, the Islamic finance industry is not
an exception when it comes to the exponential
technology growth story. Soon, stakeholders of
the industry will be expecting an unparalleled
technology experience from the respective banks
and sectors. So let’s build a new generation with
a new breed of tech-savvy customer-oriented
bankers to serve the smart customers. The responsibility of nurturing, funding and guiding creative
entrepreneurs and business enterprises becomes
pivotal for Islamic banks and financial institutions
and is an integral part of the business journey. The
growth of the Islamic finance industry, coupled
with the exponential growth of technology, will
fuel the growth of the global Islamic economy.

Innovation in banking ranges from delivery channels (ATMs no longer require a PIN code or ATM
cards), process innovation (the DMCC-CMTP) and
product innovation (the IAP).

Digital talents
The global Islamic banking industry is in need of
tech-savvy leaders and professionals to explore
the current technological developments to meet
market demand for digital solutions. The technology industry has a twin effect in terms of
exponential growth by paving a new way of doing
things for people which will change the entire
ecosystem not only in Islamic finance but also the
global economy. The financial services industry
will have a paradigm shift in terms of social media
banking, mobile cash banking, crowdfunding, fintech, cloud banking and high-tech-enabled (social
media and big data analytics) financial services in
the near future. This is inevitable for the Islamic
finance industry to be competitive in the market
with the most cost-effective way of reaching out
to the target market segments through high-techenabled delivery channels.
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This article was originally published by IFN – V15, Issue 32, and reprinted by
kind permission of the author.
Muath Mubarak is a qualified Chartered Management Accountant
and an Islamic banker, trainer and author in the field of Islamic
finance. He was selected ‘Rising Islamic Finance Personality of the
Year’ at the Sri Lankan Islamic Banking & Finance Summit in 2013,
and voted ‘Most Inspiring Lecturer & Mentor’ for the IB&F students by First Global Academy (FGA), Sri Lanka. Currently, he is the
Manager - Knowledge Marketing & Financial Inclusion at Amana
Bank PLC, Sri Lanka.
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Combating AML And Financial
Crime: Man Vs Machine
Combating Anti-Money Laundering
In recent years, and following the financial crisis of 2008, the global
regulatory landscape has been intensified with the introduction of
multiple worldwide regulations to combat money laundering and
financial crime such as the recommendations of FATF, the UN (ODC)
and the Wolfsberg Group.
Regulators have dramatically stepped up and introduced more obligations on financial services in terms of:
•

Having a complete AML/KYC framework implemented

•

Having adequate resources in place to monitor and enforce compliance with the relevant requirements

•

Having adequate controls and oversight over the AML framework

•

Responding to any changes quickly

•

Complying with latest data security rules

•

Providing full audit trails.

With the need to rise to the challenge of complying with the AML
requirements, banks need to allocate enough resources and invest
towards technology advancements that can lead them safely into this
heightened regulatory environment.

Regtech, The Next Big Thing
Here comes RegTech (Regulatory Technology), the natural progression
from the successful experience of FinTech, bridging the gap between
regulations and technology. Deloitte calls it the new FinTech and
defines it as technology that aims at providing “nimble, configurable,
easy to integrate, reliable, secure and cost-effective” regulatory solutions; we can easily say it is becoming the next big thing. Advanced
technologies are being optimized to meet regulatory expectations in
AML, all while noticeably reducing the amount of human resources
required in monitoring AML risks making transaction monitoring process one of its biggest applications.
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Christelle Abi Khalil
Senior Product Manager
Product Management – Risk,
Analytics & Intelligence
Path Solutions

Implementing a risk-based approach in AML
requires banks to monitor transactions and
screens for suspicious activities with the aid of a
transaction monitoring system. Traditional rulebased, and behavior-based systems focus on
historical, account level information, and compare transaction data to specific predefined rules
and scenarios. This type of systems is straightforward, easy to understand and explains to auditors
and authorities, and is generally inexpensive.
Nevertheless, traditional systems enforce hidden
costs as they yield a high rate of false positives,
which requires an extensive abuse of resources in
investigations.
Banks nowadays need to be efficient and provide maximum value to shareholders; they also
need to mitigate inherent and residual risks by
adapting to regulatory changes dynamically. This
can be achieved with the adoption of sophisticated artificial intelligence and machine learning
technologies that identify patterns and uncover
hidden information that cannot be detected with
rule-based systems, reduce false positives, thus
exponentially reducing the costs of investigations
and the overall cost of compliance.
In addition to that, and with appropriate big data
tools, information from miscellaneous new data
sources, documents, KYC information and others can also be leveraged to expose relationships
between transactions and parties and provide
context for the big picture assessment.

“for There
will always be need
the human touch
”
Client Interview

Lead Story

Expert Speak

The Future Of AML Systems:
Technology With A Human Touch
It is true that intelligent automation of the transaction monitoring process simplifies compliance,
improves efficiency and reduces costs considerably while chartering territories beyond rule-based
analysis. But to maximize its potential and reap
benefits to the maximum, banks will still need to
maintain traditional approaches: Knowledgeable
and experienced personnel to provide the analysis, and traditional systems to better understand
and explain the results.
There will always be need for the human touch
as technology will meet regulations only when
there is human validation. The combination of
technology expertise and business expertise is
a successful formula for meeting the industry’s
AML requirements, but the biggest challenge is to
find the equilibrium between investing in human
resources and technologies to combine the implementation of AI tools with manual analysis.
New and innovative technology will no doubt
continue to enter markets over the next few
years. Financial institutions need to be one step
ahead of the game to not only meet regulatory
expectations, but to proactively prevent money
laundering and financial crime from taking place.
And RegTech itself is only successful when there
is collaboration between all market participants,
from regulators to banks and technology vendors.
Staying true to its commitment to being a true IT
partner to its clients as they navigate the regulatory landscape, Path Solutions is building a new
combined system following the RBA guidance
from the Wolfsberg Group and FATF, providing
dynamic rule-based transactions, alerts and detection typologies that can be amended according
to market conditions, leveraging the usage of
high-end AI technologies in pattern recognition
to combat financial crime, money laundering and
terrorist financing.
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Corporate Academy
Technical Trainings
on Internet &
Mobile Banking
Rapid technological changes in recent years
have revolutionized the way banking services
and products are delivered to customers.
Everybody is familiar with how the internet
and smart phones have changed lives. These
new innovations hold great promise for
banking operations in both developed and
emerging economies.
The Internet Banking & Mobile Banking
technical trainings were conducted by
Mohammad Hassan and Elie Matta, Senior
Software Engineers, Product Engineering to
corporate staff on September 29, 2018. The
objective of these trainings was to create
awareness about the technical developments
in the recent banking service pattern, and to
impart technical know-how to the attendees
to handle e-banking channels effectively. The
trainings also showed how e-banking may be
harnessed to the benefit of the bank and customer alike.
The trainings were attended by members
of different departments - Global Support,
Product Engineering, and Professional
Services of Path Solutions. On completion of
the trainings, attendees were able to understand the importance and different aspects of
branchless banking.
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CADEMY

Internet Banking &
Mobile Banking Business Training

Training on JBPM
Vysakh Das, Associate Principal S/W Engineer in
the Product Engineering department conducted
a training on JBPM for Path Solutions’ selected
employees.

A detailed training on the business side of Internet
and Mobile Banking was also arranged for Path
Solutions’ employees. Nader Al Hashem, Business
Consultant in the Professional Services department conducted this training over four days in
November 2018.
Around 35 employees from different departments
attended the training and went through an evaluating exam in which most of them performed very
well.
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This comprehensive training was held over two
days on October 16 & 17, 2018, and it was attended
by 40 team members from different departments.
The training aimed at providing attendees more
insight into the Java Business Process Management
which will be widely used by Path Solutions in all
its applications.
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What the participants said …

“learned
It was beneficial; we
new features in the
accounting module
”

“communication
Very good training. Direct
with consultants
was very useful
”

Mostaein Saad Eldin Mohamed Babiker
Head of Accounting Department
United Capital Bank, Sudan

Izz Eldin Abd Allah Ahmed Babiker
Accounting Department
United Capital Bank, Sudan

The Corporate Academy organized iMAL R14
Trainings for clients
Led by the industry’s most innovative solution provider, the Corporate Academy of Path Solutions launched
iMAL business trainings for its clients during October 2018 at its training center in Lebanon, as part of the new
training series published in the training calendar of the current year.
The interactive training sessions were arranged on the latest R14 version for major iMAL modules: Customer
Service Management, Profit Calculation, Fixed Assets, Accounting and Sukuk. Employees of United Capital
Bank, Sudan actively participated in the trainings.
The trainings were evaluated as very effective. The trainees were able to:
•

Get familiar with new R14 version, new features and functionalities

•

Interact with the trainers and clarify their doubts. Also the trainers could attend to all their queries, due to
the limited number of attendees

•

Learn about the newest innovations within the IT industry, and practice with hands-on sessions under the
supervision of the trainers.

Domain experts and SMEs from Path Solutions, Dany Bahnan (Principal Consultant), Rudy Al Haber (Associate
Principal Consultant) and Sarkis Jiftjian (Senior Business Analyst) handled the training sessions professionally.
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Mr. Jacob Zachariah, EVP Global Support, Professional Services & Corporate Academy, and Mr. Inderjeet Singh, VP HR, Operations & Legal presented the certificates to
participants from Kuwait Branch

The proud holders of iMAL Certificate from Lebanon Branch with the Group Chairman & CEO, Mr. Mohammed Kateeb

Star performers of Path Solutions received iMAL
Certificates

Mr. Sahid Karimbanakkal, Director PE, Mr. Bobby Kuriakose, Sr. Director - Global Support and Mr. Baiju Mathew, Finance Manager, presented the certificates to participants from India Branch

The Corporate Academy distributed certificates to the star performers of Path Solutions who passed successfully the iMAL certification exams - ‘Associate’ level conducted in September 2018. The iMAL Certificate
Program was launched a year ago. The initial launch was exclusively for selected employees of the different branches of Path Solutions, but subsequent examinations were also conducted for few selective client
members.
The iMAL certificate is much valued in the industry, being an authenticated proof of the holder’s skills,
expertise and knowledge in both subject matter and iMAL system. The Corporate Academy will be regularly
offering the Certificate Program to its clients.

Zeeshan Mohammad Khan, Associate Principal Consultant - Global Support presented the certificates to participants from Pakistan Branch
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Congrats
Heartfelt Congratulations from Path Solutions to our Award-Winning Clients:
Mr. Khalid Jamal Al Kayed
Islamic Banker of the Year 2018

Best Islamic Trade
Finance Institution 2018
Best Islamic Investment Bank 2018

Arab Financial Inclusion Innovation
First Prize 2018

Global Islamic Export Credit and Political Risk

GIFA Market Leadership Award 2018

Insurance Award 2018

(Shari’a Advisory)

Best Upcoming Islamic Finance

Most Innovative Islamic Bank 2018
Best Frontier Markets Bank

Institution 2018

Best in Mobile Banking
Best Islamic Consultancy Firm

Best Online Cash Management

Most Outstanding Standard-Setting Body

Best Shariah Advisory Firm
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Top Awards

Strongest Islamic Retail Banks

Dr. Ali Adnan Ibrahim

Best Islamic Bank of the Year - Gold Award

Head of the Group Sustainability &
Social Responsibility Department

Kenya

Oman

IRBA Personality of the Year

Critics’ Choice Awards

Best Non-Bank Islamic Retail

Mr. Mohamed Rusan Fyroze

Mr. Abdalla Abdulkhalik

Finance Institution

General Manager

Managing Director

Upcoming Personality in Islamic

Most Promising Leader in

Retail Finance

Islamic Retail Banking

Most Innovative Islamic Bank of the Year

Banque Participative

Mr. Mazin Saad Al-Nahedh

H.E. Dr. Bandar Hajjar

Chief Executive Officer

President

Mr. Adnan Ahmed Yousif
Chairman & General Manager
Mr. Ayman Sejiny
Chief Executive Officer

Best FX Services
Best Trade Finance Services
Best Transactional Bank for Financial Institutions
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Featured News
AAOIFI and Path Solutions sign agreement to pursue
and maintain certification
December 19, 2018 - The Accounting and
Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial
Institutions (“AAOIFI”) and Path Solutions signed
an agreement for the renewal of certification for
Path Solutions’ iMAL Islamic core banking platform to comply with AAOIFI’s relevant standards.
Path Solutions, a world leader in Shari’ah-compliant
information technology solutions and services,
had the initial certification of its iMAL platform
awarded by AAOIFI in 2008 which covered the
full set of services, business processes, contracts,
Islamic accounting treatments, implications and
behavior of the system. Now a strategic certification roadmap is being initiated by Path Solutions,
with a target to have the company’s new iMAL
platform certified as well. This AAOIFI certification
will once again assure that Path Solutions’ new
Java and component-based version of iMAL fully
meets the Shari’ah and accounting standards as
set by AAOIFI. Under the terms of the agreement,
AAOIFI will perform software compliance certification services over a seven-year period.
AAOIFI’s Shari’ah and accounting standards have
been developed in consultation with leading
Shari’ah scholars and industry experts from major
Islamic finance jurisdictions, with more than 30
jurisdictions from 20+ countries adopting them.
They serve as a guideline to meet the various
needs of Islamic financial institutions in Shari’ah,
accounting, auditing, governance, and ethics
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compliance. The Bahrain-based organization and
the world’s top standard-setting body for Islamic
financial institutions started developing standards
as early as 1993.
Commenting on the signing of the agreement, Mr.
Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of
Path Solutions stated, “We are proud to announce
that iMAL platform will transition to the revised
AAOIFI standards. Our commitment to renew the
AAOIFI certification emphasizes our dedication to
anticipate and meet the needs of our valued clients
through comprehensive review and adherence to
Shari’ah principles. The scope of this certification
will cover the newly developed iMAL Java version,
in addition to the standalone software solutions
and services. Our Islamic core banking platform
will undergo an independent evaluation and audit
process, assuring its continual Shari’ah compliance
and improvement in the on-going growth of the
company”.
Mr. Omar Mustafa Ansari, Acting Secretary General
of AAOIFI said, “AAOIFI is glad to initiate the
renewal of certification of the iMAL platform for
Path Solutions to ensure its compliance with the
relevant AAOIFI standards. Certifications like these
will strengthen the stakeholder confidence in the
Islamic finance industry for its overall development, and help Islamic financial institutions meet
the expectations and needs of their customers”.

About Path Solutions

About AAOIFI

Path Solutions is a Fintech solution provider serving 130+ Islamic financial institutions across 39
countries with a comprehensive set of services that
brings unique convergence of domain and technology. The company’s new age initiatives – Digital
& Social Banking, Mobility solutions, Business
Analytics, Risk Management & Compliance solutions cater to the evolving need for speed, reach
and predictability. Its multi-award winning Islamic
core banking platform iMAL is based on ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA), and supports open
banking through open APIs and web services.
Path Solutions’ total commitment to open standards enables its clients to benefit from the latest
technology advances ensuring business agility,
continuity, data integrity and availability, and low
downtime delivering a significant and immediate
ROI.

AAOIFI, established in 1991 and based in Bahrain,
is the leading international not-for-profit organisation primarily responsible for development
and issuance of standards for the global Islamic
finance industry. It has a total of 108 standards
and technical pronouncements in issue covering
areas such as Shari’ah, accounting, auditing, ethics
and governance for international Islamic finance.
It is supported by over 200 institutional members,
including central banks and regulatory authorities, financial institutions, accounting and auditing
firms, and legal firms, from over 45 countries. Its
standards and technical pronouncements are currently followed by all the leading Islamic financial
institutions across the world, and have introduced
a progressive degree of harmonisation of international Islamic finance practices.
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Sohar Islamic Upgrades
iMAL e-Services for
Internet & Mobile Banking
in the Sultanate of Oman
The upgraded services generate new business opportunities & enhance customer
satisfaction
December 18, 2018 - Path Solutions is proud to be
a partner of choice for Sohar Islamic - Bank Sohar’s
Islamic banking window in the Sultanate of Oman,
having implemented and recently upgraded
iMAL*E-Banking and iMAL*MobileBanking
solutions for them to provide innovative Internet
and Mobile Banking services to their customers.

years, and customers of Sohar Islamic can access
and manage their accounts from anywhere at any
time. The platform provides users with other convenient E-Banking services such as balance inquiry,
account statement, utility bill payments, electronic
fund transfers, pay order/demand draft requests,
chequebook requests and others.

Sohar Islamic’s selection of iMAL*E-Banking
and iMAL*MobileBanking solutions from
Path Solutions has been in view of the integrated
superior capabilities of these platforms. Features
of the iMAL solution provided to Sohar Islamic
include multi-country, multi-entity, multi-lingual
and multi-currency capabilities, which enables
the Islamic window to further its digital banking
functionality to the next level. iMAL supports the
institution to meet its overall objectives of expanding its customer base, lowering service costs, and
significantly reducing back office processes and
overall operational overheads.

Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of
Path Solutions said, “Mobile is becoming the
industry standard E-Banking channel, and financial institutions are racing to empower their
customers with advanced banking functionality
using their digital devices. Oman is a country with
high mobile penetration, thus it’s vital for Sohar
Islamic to offer the type of secure services that
its customers are demanding. We are excited to
be part of this digital transformation. Today, customers of Sohar Islamic will have the possibility to
securely use Mobile Banking anywhere, anytime.
They can make any type of payment from their
digital devices, check credit card transactions or
communicate with their bank. Powered by iMAL
as a core banking platform, Sohar Islamic is able
to provide best-in-class E-Channels such as Mobile
and Internet Banking to all its customers with the
convenience of anytime, anywhere banking”.

The implementation of the iMAL*E-Banking
platform was smoothly executed to meet Sohar
Islamic’s go-to-market requirements back in year
2015 without compromising on usability or security. The solution has now been live for over 3
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iMAL*MobileBanking incorporates next-generation features designed to simplify and enhance
Sohar Islamic’s Mobile Banking customer experience. Available in both; English and Arabic,
the user-friendly platform and interface features advanced and secure capabilities through
a multi-layered security infrastructure, an easy
navigation and a streamlined look and feel, and
covers a wide range of services at one’s fingertips.
Customers of the Islamic window can manage
mobile top-ups and self-register for the service,
as well as access their investment portfolios from
their devices.
Commenting on the ongoing partnership, Mujahid
Said Daud Al Zadjaly, Deputy General Manager IT & Alternate Channels at Bank Sohar said, “We
continue to build on the existing relationship with
Path Solutions with the past implementations and
the ongoing upgrades. The platforms have proven
to be a great success for Sohar Islamic – our Islamic
Banking Window, at the time of launch as well as
with the consistent upgrades that we are adopting. All functionality of the platforms have been
tested very systematically from both parties, and
we have experienced intensive and extensive support throughout the various phases of the project
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from the iMAL team which has shown great
professionalism and efficiency; all of which has
contributed to the overall success of the project”.
Established in 2013 under Bank Sohar SAOG following the introduction of the Islamic Banking
Framework by the Central Bank of Oman in
December 2012, Sohar Islamic today provides a
growing number of Shari’a-compliant solutions for
the retail and corporate sectors in Oman, in addition to handling Sukuk investments. It operates
with strict ethics that observe a complete segregation of funds under the watch of an eminent
Shari’a Supervisory Board, employing world-class
Islamic banking software as is deemed compliant
with the standards of the Accounting and Auditing
Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions
(AAOIFI). Bank Sohar, its conventional parent bank,
started operating in Oman in 2007 and quickly
grew to become a partner of choice for many corporate and retail customers as a result of its robust
portfolio of products and services. In keeping up
with local and global developments, Bank Sohar is
going through a transformation focused on digitization and customer centricity, which will put
the bank as a leader not only in Oman but in the
region.
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Iraq IDB’s successful upgrade of iMAL R14
December 17, 2018 - Path Solutions, the Fintech
solution provider for Islamic finance, today
announced that the International Development
Bank for Investment and Finance (“IDB”) in Iraq
has successfully completed the upgrade of its core
banking system to the new Path Solutions’ core,
digital platform and echannels of iMAL R14, as of
30th September.
Founded in 2011, IDB Iraq is a leading private bank
operating in all major Iraqi cities via 15 branches
and an extensive ATM network. The bank offers a
diversified portfolio of retail and corporate banking services, investment and treasury services,
SME banking, trade finance and credit cards.
The successful Go Live signifies a pivotal point in
IDB’s development. Built on an open architecture
and developed in Java, the iMAL R14 allows the
bank to take advantage of the digitalization, flexibility, reliability, scalability and portability that this
new core banking platform offers. IDB Iraq can
now offer a wider range of banking products and
services based on specific requirements to its customers all over Iraq.
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Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO
of Path Solutions commented, “Path Solutions
invests 25% of its annual revenue on R&D for building tomorrow’s solutions based on cutting-edge
technology and added-value components to
remain the global benchmark for Islamic financial
technologies. This ensures that our clients can stay
future-ready and never have to worry about falling behind the industry. We’re excited for IDB Iraq
to take advantage of the latest version of iMAL,
an open and highly configurable platform built for
the digital age, incorporating industry best practices based on iMAL rich functionality and large
number of implementations at over 140 Islamic
financial institutions”.
Path Solutions’ iMAL is the most widely deployed
Islamic core banking platform globally. This
upgrade will enable IDB Iraq to further enhance
its operational efficiencies and improve its compliance and risk management functionalities. It will
also provide the bank with an advanced digital
banking platform enabling its customers to access
the bank services 24x7.

Ziad Khalaf Abed, Chairman of IDB Iraq said, “Our
current objective is to continue to be the most
advanced bank in Iraq, and our long-term business strategy is to become an international bank
with global presence. In the current climate, speed
of deployment is vital for banks to quickly experience and maximize the benefits of upgrading to
a new platform to improve customer experience,
deliver market-leading products and enhanced
digital banking services to their customers. Path
Solutions was up to the mark in ensuring proper
roll-out of the new system as per the timelines.
This project necessitated conducting rigorous

application, integration and performance testing
in parallel to ensure uninterrupted operations
after the upgrade. Path Solutions’ consultants
helped us to achieve this goal and we look forward to expanding the use of iMAL in line with
our business needs”.
The iMAL R14 Go Live Ceremony was held at
IDB Representative Office in Beirut, Lebanon on
Monday 19 November 2018. The ceremony was
honored by the attendance of the Chairman of IDB
Iraq, Mr. Ziad Khalaf Abed and the Group Chairman
& CEO of Path Solutions, Mr. Mohammed Kateeb,
and senior management from both institutions.

“theWeuselookof iMAL
forward to expanding
in line
with our business needs
”
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About ISLAMICA 500
Published annually by ISFIN, a global advisory firm
for emerging markets, the ISLAMICA 500 is a business guide providing hard-to-find biographical
details for 500 of the world’s most prominent and
influential personalities in the Islamic world and
economy.

Mohammed Kateeb among the Top 50 Most
Influential Leaders in Islamic Economy for fourth year
in a row
December 13, 2018 - The Group Chairman & CEO
of Path Solutions, Mohammed Kateeb has been
named one of the ‘World’s 50 Most Influential
Leaders in Islamic Economy in 2018’ in ISLAMICA
500 Guide.
This is Kateeb’s fourth year being nominated for
this honor in the most recent list featuring a competitive group of 500 powerful people from 45
different countries, reflecting those making the
difference in the Islamic economy space.
Kateeb received his higher education in the United
States. He has been the Chairman of Path Solutions
since 2008. Under his leadership, the company has
experienced exponential growth, and is regularly
ranked the ‘World’s Number One Islamic Financial
Software Provider’ by leading analyst firms.
Kateeb serves as member of the Board of Trustees
of IRTI, an affiliate of the Islamic Development Bank
Group (IsDB) that focuses on developing a technology-enabled Islamic financial services sector
leveraging state-of-the-art technology to mainstream Islamic economics and finance knowledge.
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Only last month, the UK-based leading consulting
firm Edbiz Consulting named Kateeb as the 2018
recipient of the ‘Advocacy Award’, for his outstanding accomplishments in Islamic financial advocacy.
Furthermore, Kateeb was selected among the
‘Leaders of Islamic Economy in East Africa in 2018’
by GBS Africa, among other international recognitions. This prestigious nomination track record is
unparalleled in this fast-growing industry.
“I’m honored and humbled to be four-time listed
alongside such esteemed industry figures”, said
Kateeb. “My mission and passion has always been
to be an advocate for Islamic finance to help promote financial inclusion and support economic
development. The biggest reward is seeing the
industry moving forward with tech advancements;
it makes it all worthwhile!”
ISLAMICA 500 Guide is a yearly publication
of ISFIN, the world’s leading advisory firm for
emerging markets. As an independent consultancy firm, ISFIN operates in 75 countries across
five continents. The guide provides hard-to-find
biographical details for 500 of the world’s most
prominent and influential personalities in the

Islamic world and economy. From this list, the top
50 individuals (‘ISLAMICA TOP 50’) who had major
impact on the industry were identified based on
a set of criteria including innovation, substance,
pioneering initiatives, global impact and footprint,
ethics and sustainability.

As the Islamic economy is multi-sectorial and
global, the ISLAMICA 500 Guide focuses on personalities from different sectors, markets and
nationalities around the world. It features the leading figures from the worlds of politics, finance,
economics, technology, business and entrepreneurship, and aims to include those who have
raised the profile of the Islamic economy and Halal
industry.

“Again, Kateeb is on the ISLAMICA 500 list of the
50 most influential figures in 2018, for he contributes immensely to the improvement of the Islamic
economy. His outstanding reference work records
his achievements on a global scale. He earned
the respect of his peers and become a role model
and an inspiration in his field. Congratulations on
this well-deserved recognition”, commented Prof.
Laurent Marliere, President & CEO of ISFIN and
publisher of ISLAMICA 500 Guide.
Kateeb was presented with a certificate during the
ISLAMICA 500 Awards Reception on Wednesday
28 November at the Capital Club Bahrain. Earlier
that day, Kateeb sat on a panel discussion entitled “How to go global in Islamic finance 2.0. The
impact of fintech on the Islamic economy”.
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Path Solutions named World’s
Best Islamic Technology Provider
for 11th consecutive year
The IT firm proves unbeatable by international competition
December 12, 2018 - Path Solutions, a global
Islamic Fintech solutions provider, is delighted
and proud to announce that it was selected
‘Best Islamic Technology Provider’ at IFN Service
Providers Poll 2018 for the 11th consecutive year,
12 times in total.
Commenting on the above achievement, the Group
Chairman & CEO of Path Solutions, Mohammed
Kateeb stated, “I’m honored to celebrate our
record-breaking 11th win today. This recognition
arrives on the heels of many other 2018 honors
for Path Solutions’ excellence and innovation in
industry-leading Islamic financial technologies.
Our vision is rooted in our drive to innovate. Over
the years, we have capitalized on the strength of
our Islamic core banking platform, and we are continuously enriching it by introducing technologies
that focus on intelligence, analytics and digitalization of our client services enabling them to offer
rich, consistent and highly differentiated customer
experience. We thank our clients, partners and IFN
readers for voting for us, as it inspires us in our
mission to advance and continue to deliver stateof-the-art set of solutions and services”.
This year, Redmoney’s IFN poll received a
record-breaking number of votes. Eleven categories were contested to determine the most
influential Islamic finance service providers with

high-level commitment to continuously contribute to strengthening the soundness of the global
Islamic finance industry as it continues its positive
growth trajectory.
Andrew Morgan, Managing Director & Publisher
of IFN commented, “In another big year for
Islamic tech behemoth Path Solutions, the firm is
crowned ‘Best Islamic Technology Provider’ for the
11th consecutive year, winning a total of 12 times,
demonstrating its unparalleled edge in one of the
most hard-fought categories of the poll. Oracle
FSS came in second. IFN would like to extend its
most sincere and heartiest congratulations to all
winners and deepest gratitude to all voters for
making the IFN Service Providers Poll the most
trusted yardstick for performance and benchmark
of excellence for the industry’s unsung heroes”.
Path Solutions’ string of recognitions is a result
of its pioneering and catalytic role, being at the
forefront of the international Islamic financial
services industry. The company’s multi-award
winning Islamic core banking platform includes a
web-based, cloud-first solution designed to add
significant value, flexibility, control, and operations visibility to clients around the world. Path
Solutions has received praise from distinguished
scholars and industry analysts on a global scale.

About IFN Service Providers Poll

SERVICE PROVIDERS POLL
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Established in 2005, this poll recognizes the best supporting providers to the Islamic
financial services industry as voted by the readers of Islamic Finance news. Islamic
financial institutions, investors, corporates and government bodies from around
the world are invited to participate by casting their votes. Voting takes place during
September with the results announced during the first week of October.
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Path Solutions on the Number
One spot in Islamic Banking
December 11, 2018 - Path Solutions is proud
to announce that it has topped the bobsguide
Software Rankings 2018 in the Islamic Banking
category - in an industry benchmark list that was
revealed on the 11th of December.
The inaugural bobsguide Software Rankings 2018
features a comprehensive number of technology
companies from all around the world regardless of
size or location. Market participants were invited
to vote online or by email for their top financial
software providers of the year based on multiple criteria such as business model, cutting-edge
technology, ease of use, industry knowledge and
commitment.
The bobsguide Software Rankings 2018 voting
system was inundated with votes from financial
institutions familiar with the platforms. A number
of categories came down to a handful of votes,
while in others there was clear daylight between
some stand-out firms.
bobsguide Editor, Michael McCaw said, “I am
pleased to inform you that you are a winner of the Islamic Banking category in our
inaugural bobsguide Software Rankings. The 2018
winners have been voted for and nominated by
the bobsguide audience who were asked to rank
service providers across a number of categories
based on their experience using criteria such
as reliability, value for money and ease of use.
Congratulations on winning the Islamic Banking
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category! This is a marvelous achievement. You
must have really impressed your clients”.
Path Solutions is a global leader in next-generation Sharia-based software development and
implementation, consulting, support, training, and
outsourcing services. The company enables clients
in more than 39 countries to stay a step ahead of
emerging industry trends and outperform the
competition. It helps them transform and thrive in
a fast-changing world by implementing bespoke
and breakthrough solutions including digital and
mobility that combine strategic insights and business capabilities enabling data-driven decisions
that are crucial to propel their business forward.
“To be voted first in Islamic Banking in bobsguide
Software Rankings 2018 is a great source of pride
for everyone at Path Solutions”, commented the
company’s Group Chairman & CEO, Mohammed
Kateeb. “Investing to maintain a leading position
in the Islamic financial services sector requires
developing relevant technologies and expanding
skills and capabilities. Thus, success in our field is
never an accident”, he added, stating that “everyone enjoys getting some well-deserved praise, but
this is only achieved by those who strive constantly
for improvement, with a relentless pursuit of excellence, innovation and deep industry commitment”.
On the same list, Path Solutions was recognized
first runner-up in Modelling, first runner-up in
Customer Support Services and first runner-up in
Ease of Use of the system.
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of the market leadership process; those who are
helping shape the current and future direction of
the Islamic financial services industry. This award is
testimony to Path Solutions’ dedication in establishing a successful track record of technology
innovation and leadership.

GIFA has named Mohammed Kateeb as the 2018
recipient of the Advocacy Award
Path Solutions, winner of the Market Leadership Award
October 8, 2018 - September 29th was a remarkable day for Path Solutions as it was recognized
and honored twice at the annual Global Islamic
Finance Awards (GIFA). The Group Chairman &
CEO, Mohammed Kateeb was honored with the
Advocacy Award – Islamic Financial Technology,
while the company bagged the Market Leadership
Award.
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community. His immense contributions to develop
and promote the industry merit recognition.
He selflessly gives his time and in addition to his
role, he serves as a true ambassador towards the
advancement of the Islamic financial services
industry”.

The GIFA Advocacy Award recognizes front-runners with outstanding accomplishments in Islamic
finance advocacy; those who demonstrate uncommon commitment and an outstanding work in
advocacy at all levels of engagement. Kateeb was
selected as the recipient of this year’s most coveted award by the GIFA Awards Committee, being
highly impressed with the many contributions
made by him to further promote and develop the
industry.

Since 2016, Kateeb is a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Islamic Research and Training
Institute (IRTI), an affiliate of Jeddah-based Islamic
Development Bank Group (IsDB) that focuses on
developing a technology-enabled Islamic financial services sector leveraging state-of-the-art
technology to mainstream Islamic economics and
finance knowledge. Winner of IFFSA’s ‘Honorary
Leadership Award in Islamic Finance’, Kateeb has
been selected three times among the ‘Top 50
Most Influential Leaders Who Make the Islamic
Economy’ in ISLAMICA 500.

As stated in his nomination for this award, “Kateeb
brings his tireless advocacy to the Islamic finance

The GIFA Market Leadership Awards honor companies that have shown excellence in every area
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“It is a distinct honour to receive two prestigious
recognitions from GIFA. This double accolade is
testament to Path Solutions’ profound impact on
the sector, demonstrating significant contribution
by bringing much needed innovation to a fast
evolving industry. While we have received other
awards this year that recognized our contributions
and pioneering role in the Islamic finance space,
this honor has special significance because it raises
awareness on some pretty impressive results and
milestones we have achieved so far. It is the enduring nature of these accomplishments that drive
value beyond immediate outcomes”, said Kateeb.
“We’d like to extend our heartiest congratulations
to Path Solutions on this huge achievement and
accolade”, commented Dr. Sofiza Azmi, Chairman
of GIFA and CEO of Edbiz Corporation. “The GIFA
Awards Committee in a recent meeting decided
in favour of Path Solutions because the company presided by the Chairman of the Board
Mohammed Kateeb, plays an outstanding role
by consistently and competitively revolutionizing
the segment, given its involvement in key industry initiatives to clearly differentiate itself from
its competitors. Congratulations on this well-deserved recognition”.
The 8th GIFA Gala Dinner was held in Sarajevo in
the presence of H.E. Bakir Izetbegović, President of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and other heads of states
and governments, central bank governors and
Islamic financial fraternity from around the world.
GIFA 2018 winners are announced in the October
2018 issue of ISFIRE magazine, as well as online.
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About Edbiz Corporation
Edbiz Corporation is a global Islamic finance
think tank, headquartered in London. The company provides multiple services that balance the
dual purpose of developing thought leadership
in a niche industry and strengthening the Islamic
finance capacity for businesses and banks. Its client
base is diverse and includes financial institutions,
governments, education providers, established
businesses and entrepreneurs.
The Global Islamic Finance Awards (GIFA) is a
prestigious market-led Islamic finance awards programme founded in 2011 by Edbiz Corporation
as part of its advocacy for Islamic banking and
finance. Since then, it has annually been offering
its top ‘Global Islamic Finance Leadership Award’
to heads of states or equivalent for their leadership
and advocacy roles in promoting Islamic finance in
their respective jurisdictions and globally.
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Mohammed Kateeb, guest panelist in a Fintech
panel at WIBC 2018
November 29, 2018 - “It is very critical for Islamic
banks to look at the whole end-to-end process
and figure out how to automate that process to
enjoy a great experience in this digital transformation”, said Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman &
CEO of Path Solutions during his intervention at
the World Islamic Banking Conference (WIBC) held
under the patronage of HRH Prince Khalifa Bin
Salman Al Khalifa, the Kingdom’s Prime Minister,
on Tuesday 27 November in Bahrain.

IFIN Wins First Place
October 8, 2018 - We are proud to announce
that IFIN has won the first ‘Arab Financial Inclusion
Innovation Prize (AFIIP)’ as the Most Innovative
Fintech Solution, serving both Retail and MSME
segments. IFIN was awarded first place out of 100
applicants from across the Arab world and 8 finalists after a rigorous two-stage process by AFIIP ten
judges. The 8 successful finalists were invited to
present their ideas at the Sanabel Conference in
Amman, Jordan. The conference attendees voted
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for their preferred solution based on criteria such
as innovation, inclusion and sustainability.
In its inaugural year, AFIIP 2018 first prize of $30,000
went to IFIN Services for their innovative approach
to facilitating Islamic finance. By reducing transactional costs and operational delays, they have
solved a key obstacle in the sector and demonstrated a clear executable plan going forwards.
Congratulations to IFIN! Wishing them many more
years of success and innovation!

Speaking at WIBC 2018 in the Fintech panel
‘Digitization Journey of a Global Bank’, Kateeb said
that Fintech can enable Islamic finance to attract
more customers, increase efficiency, reduce costs
and offer a wider range of products, thus helping
the sector become more competitive against conventional finance, which will boost its growth.
Convened by Middle East Global Advisors and
in strategic partnership with the Central Bank of
Bahrain, the three-day long conference has spurred
a series of discussions focusing on ‘Islamic Finance
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& Sustainable Economic Growth in the Age of
Disruption’, in line with its steady vision to serve as
a compass for the global Islamic finance industry,
amidst a gathering of more than 1200 international
industry policy makers, regulators, innovators, and
shareholders from over 50 countries.
Being the yearly Islamic Banking Technology
Partner of WIBC, Path Solutions was present with
a high-level delegation in the exhibit hall, where
it introduced the conference participants to the
company’s Fintech set of services which can help
Islamic banks and financial institutions embark
safely on their digital transformation journey.
WIBC 2018 also saw the joint launch of Casablanca
Finance City (CFC) - Thomson Reuters report:
“Islamic Finance in Africa: The Upcoming Frontier”,
and the joint launch of the Global Report on Islamic
Finance 2018 by the IsDB Group and the World
Bank: “The Role of Islamic Finance in Financing
Long-Term Investments”, in addition to WIBC Gala
Dinner & Performance Awards 2018.
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Kateeb addresses
industry professionals at
IFN Indonesia Forum
October 2, 2018 - Going into its 11th year, IFN
Indonesia Forum, a key event on the IFN Forum
calendar, brought together the country’s top regulators, senior decision-makers and influential
market players to discuss the growth and opportunities present for Islamic finance in Indonesia.
With strong government-led initiatives, this oneday forum held on October 1st at Four Seasons
Hotel Jakarta, has continued the phenomenal
success of 2017 as the foremost event to discuss,
debate and discover emerging opportunities,
issues and potential solutions for Indonesia’s
Sharia finance industry.
Through a series of presentations and panel
discussions with world-class speakers and industry representatives, this platform has covered
all areas of the industry, starting with ‘Islamic
Finance and Banking in Indonesia: 2018 and
Onwards’, elaborating more on ‘Developing the
Islamic Asset Management Industry in Indonesia’,
‘Sukuk, Capital Markets and Ratings in Indonesia’,
‘Green, Sustainable and Responsible Finance and
Investment in Indonesia’, ‘Infrastructure Finance
and the Role of Islamic Financial Institutions in
Indonesia’, and closing with ‘Preparing for the
Future: Financial Technology in Indonesia’.
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Path Solutions, the World’s Number One Software
Provider for the Islamic Finance Industry, was represented at the forum by its Group Chairman &
CEO Mohammed Kateeb who took part as a guest
panelist from 9:30 to 10:35 am, sharing his views
on local and regional developments, including
regulations that influence the development of
Islamic finance in the Southeast Asian nation.
Being the country with the largest Muslim population in the world and with strong support of
local regulatory bodies, Indonesia’s Islamic finance
industry is set to grow even stronger in 2018.
Kateeb believes that Indonesia is an important
market for Path Solutions, given that Islamic banking is increasingly gaining acceptance in this part
of the world, combined with low Islamic financial
products penetration.

Arab Private Sector Forum

18 January 2019

Beirut - Lebanon

The 3rd Global Microfinance Summit

24 & 25 January 2019

Istanbul - Turkey

The 4th Iraq Banking Forum

2 & 3 February 2019

Erbil - Iraq

IFN World Leaders Summit 2019 &
IFN Dubai Awards Ceremony 2019

10 March 2019

Dubai - UAE

IFN KL Awards Ceremony 2019

21 March 2019

Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia

Meet Path
You are kindly invited to visit our
booth and meet our IT experts to
learn more about how our software solutions can benefit your
business.
To book a meeting, please contact our
sales representatives at:
sales@path-solutions.com
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United Arab Emirates
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Tower,
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Kuwait
P.O.Box 592, Safat 13006

United Kingdom

United Arab Shipping Company
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1st Floor, 60 Gresham Street
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Shuwaikh

Tel: 44 203 440 9776
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Lebanon
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Tel: 961 1 697444
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